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Abstract—The Digital Twin (DT) is a digital representation of a physical process articulated alongside it, usually matching exactly the operation of the physical process in real-time. DTs of modern systems can be characterized by heterogeneity between their subsystems and stakeholders’ backgrounds, factors that result in silos during the DT lifecycle. In the current study, we employ the Knowledge Graph modeling approach to boost automation and collaboration during the DT lifecycle stages. We implement our methods in developing a what-if analysis service for a DT of an ecosystem of wetlands and its automated deployment to the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Digital Twin (DT) is as a virtual replica of a real-world system [1], with a bidirectional connection between the two parts. The DT lifecycle involves stakeholders with different backgrounds, such as domain experts, computational scientists, software developers, and end-users. Semantic-Web technologies [2] and the Knowledge Graph (KG) modeling approach have been widely used in DTs, due to their benefits in terms of interoperability and extensibility. However, most of the related work focuses on modeling the physical part, omitting crucial components, such as the workflow and the computing infrastructure.

The current study contributes towards the development of a platform that promotes automation and collaboration in the various stages of the DT lifecycle, transforming the information originating from the heterogeneous data sources and the involved stakeholders, to knowledge that is available to everyone, in a standard format. More specifically, we have developed and integrated ontologies to represent all DT layers, from the physical part, to the workflow within and between services, to the cloud infrastructure hosting them. We also showcase how the knowledge provided by the KG can provide the functionality for a collaborative what-if analysis platform with a User Interface (UI) to enhance end-user experience, and how it can be combined with cloud and Infrastructure as Code (IaC) technologies to automate the deployment stage\(^1\).

This work has been partially funded by the European Union project CLARIFY (860327), ENVRI-FAIR (824068), BlueCloud-2026 (101094227) and LifeWatch ERIC.

\(^1\)https://github.com/Vasilis421/DTCloudThesis

II. RELATED WORK AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The World Avatar project has the vision of a universal DT of the world [3], and they have published work on the development of DTs in a national scale [4]. They have based their architecture on the KG, proving its value in cases where heterogeneous subsystems must be integrated. Additionally, in [5], they present a framework for what-if analysis, where the KG enables the simulation of parallel worlds next to the base scenario. However, they do not refer to the modeling of the computing infrastructure or to the importance of collaboration between the system’s stakeholders. The main research question of this study is: How can we model a cloud-hosted DT platform that promotes automation and collaboration during the whole DT lifecycle?

III. OUR METHOD AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Ontology Engineering

Our DT ontology consists of three main ontologies. The domain ontology (OntoDomain) includes information regarding the physical part, provided by domain experts. The workflow ontology (OntoFlow) describes the processes and services, as well as the data flow within and between them, enabling automation of workflows. It also includes the scenario ontology (OntoScenario), which enables a standardized what-if analysis service. Finally the infrastructure ontology (OntoInfra) describes the computing infrastructure, and includes the containerization ontology (OntoContainer) and the cloud deployment ontology (OntoDeploy).

B. System Architecture

Every component of the system’s architecture should be autonomous and able to communicate with the rest. The Knowledge Base (KB) is the center of the architecture. A triplestore technology, Apache Jena Fuseki, provides a SPARQL endpoint that can be used by other components to query and update the KB. Additionally, we have developed the simulation and visualization services as autonomous containerized REST APIs that other services, such as the what-if analysis service, can call. This approach of decoupled services promotes scalability and and contributes in the extensibility requirement.
IV. EcoDTwin: A DT of an Ecosystem of Wetlands

EcoDTwin is a DT platform that enables the simulation, visualization, and sharing of scenarios in an ecosystem of wetlands in the northeastern Netherlands to predict the presence of bird species based on vegetation parameters [6]. Fig. 1 depicts how the KG enhances the DT lifecycle for EcoDTwin. Collaboration between stakeholders in the initial modelling phase is important for the encapsulation of the combined knowledge in ontologies. Knowledge retrieval and KG updates are achieved with SPARQL queries to the KB in all stages. The lifecycle is augmented with automation in processes such as data ingestion and IaC script generation. Additionally, the queried knowledge assists in the development and operation of DT services, such as the collaborative what-if analysis service.

A. Ontology-Based Automated Data Ingestion

Querying and mapping algorithms have been developed that can retrieve the knowledge encapsulated in ontologies, and use it to extract data from the various sources, transform them to RDF based on the ontology schema, and load them to the KG. This ontology-based ETL process is combined with technologies, such as cloud serverless functions, e.g. Amazon Web Services (AWS) Lambda, that are triggered whenever new data are available.

B. Collaborative What-If Analysis

OntoScenario enables the what-if analysis service. It also imports parts of the PROV-O ontology [7] to keep track of the provenance of scenarios, enabling sharing scenarios with other users and configuring scenarios based on existing ones to promote collaboration. The what-if analysis service UI is shown in Fig. 2. Querying the KB enables the rendering of standardized input forms so that the end-users can configure, execute, and share scenarios, utilizing the knowledge already encapsulated in the ontologies during the modeling phase.

C. Automated Deployment

OntoInfra captures information related to the containerization and the cloud resources required for the deployment of the DT platform. This information is used to generate Infrastructure as Code (IaC) templates, such as Terraform scripts, that automate the provision of cloud infrastructure. For instance, for the deployment of EcoDTwin on the AWS cloud, a container querying function retrieves information related to the configuration of the containers of each service, and uses this information to generate the Terraform script for the configuration of the Amazon Elastic Container Service (ECS).

V. Conclusion and Future Work

In the current study, we have employed a KG, to tackle the challenges of heterogeneity between the various subsystems of a DT and the system’s stakeholders. Modelling accurate ontologies is crucial, since the standardized knowledge encapsulated in the KB, combined with technologies such as cloud computing and IaC, boosts automation and collaboration during the development, deployment, and operation stages. As a next step, we are aiming for the automation of all processes within the DT workflow and the provision of user friendly interfaces for all the DT services, based on the underlying ontologies. Furthermore, we are planning for the integration of EcoDTwin with a fire spreading model, to showcase the value of the KG approach in scenarios where multiple systems cooperate.
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